KIDS EASTER VIDEO PROJECT

RULES:
1. All videos must be shot in landscape (horizontally) If they are shot vertically we won’t be able to use them.

2. Only one video per family… for editing purposes we want one video per family with all of the questions in it rather than a separate video for each kid / each question.

3. Have all of the kids sitting together, rather than a separate shot for each.

4. Shoot the video in one take… we want simple cute videos, not perfectly rehearsed Bible memory, don’t edit out the bloopers, just keep rolling the tape and have fun!

5. After the parents ask the question, kids should pause for 1-2 seconds before answering (editing purposes).

6. Help us with “B-Roll” if you want to help us with B-Roll you can submit a second horizontal video of the kids working on an easter craft (no longer than 45 seconds). The sound on these clips will not be used.

QUESTIONS: Answer without looking at your Bible First! Some are silly, some are serious.

1. What did the Angel say to Mary when she arrived at Jesus tomb?
2. What color eggs do bunnies lay?
3. What were Jesus’s first words after he was raised from the dead?
4. Why did Jesus die on the cross?
5. If the disciples were still alive, what would their favorite Easter treat be?
6. What does Easter mean for you?

SUBMIT:
Submit your video on wetransfer.com to the email address pstearns@christchurch.us by 9pm on Wednesday April 8th